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Affiliate Disclaimer

The disclosure that follows is our attempt to fully comply with the FTC’s
policy that demands we be transparent about any and all affiliate relations we
may have in this guide. In plain English you, the visitor or customer, should
assume that any and all links in this guide are affiliate links. If you click on these
links and go visit the resulting site, a cookie will be set in your web browser that
will cause us to receive a commission “IF” you purchase a product on the other
end. This is a legitimate way to monetize a business.

Hyperlinks in this guide are in most cases shortened, and in some cases
cloaked to hide long ugly links for functionality and tracking purposes. We have
nothing to hide and we are proud of our relationship with the vendors, products,
and services contained within this guide. Link tracking, shortening and cloaking is
a common practice.

If you’re going to purchase any product or service, please research it for
yourself before spending money on it. Links in this guide are meant to be options,
not mandatory purchases. Please use your own judgment before purchasing
anything listed here. There are all sorts of options out there, so don’t let one
recommendation make up your mind for you. So yeah, If you see some affiliate
links in here, it means I get a commission if you purchase from my link. It won’t
cost you any extra though. Also, I won’t recommend anything that is junk.

IMPORTANT:  This is a content generation method that uses other people’s work,
some of which may be subject to copyright.  We strongly recommend you turn
any used content into your own words so you do NOT PLAGERIZE or infringe on
any rights.  In I.M. terms CURATE THE CONTENT!

Now, after all that legal stuff… LET’S JUMP IN!
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Introduction - My Personal Life Story:
Hello my friend!!

I want to thank you for getting this guide “I Master YouTube”, and I am sure you
will love what I have for you today!

You are about to read my personal story of how I became who I am today. I feel
that it’s important to tell you this because my story can help you to understand
what’s important in life, and what is the right way to be successful.

If you want to skip my story and get straight into the training, the meat of the
guide starts on page 7. I highly recommend you do read my personal story
because it will help to get your mind in the right place to be successful with this
product.

My name is Eyal Mizrachi and I have been doing online marketing for almost 4
years. I run a company in South Africa that involves IVR (interactive voice
responds) systems, and what we do is specialize in the development of mobile
application and content.

In the beginning when I started working for this company I didn’t know anything
about online business. I used work 1 or 2 hours each morning and then I was free
for the rest of the day.

I know it sounds like I had a perfect life, but NO, it wasn’t perfect. My salary was
very small, and I had so much free time that I actually bothered my friends all day
to see if they wanted to meet for a drink or hangout. But they all worked
throughout the day, and I found myself getting very agitated and stir crazy!

Even the salary I earned wasn’t enough to get through the month, and when
people saw me they thought I had a wonderful life because I was outside all day
trying to do something fun, but they didn’t know that my bank account was
almost empty.



Why am I telling this story you might ask?)

Because I want to make a point here. Listen to this-

My Embarrassing Moment

When I flew overseas to visit my family and my friends ,my parents bought me the
ticket and I didn't even have money to spend there, so I had to ask my parents to
give me money for entertainment. One day I was in my friend’s car on the way
back to my parents house and we talked about life and what we wanted to do in a
few years, (now at this moment I worked for the company almost 2 years). In the
middle of the conversation I said something to my friend that made him upset and
this is what he told me:

“Who are you to judge me like this? If I was you I would have killed myself a long
time ago, what do you have in life? You don’t have money, you don’t have a
house, you haven’t really saved anything until recently, what are you doing?”

If you had seen my face when he told me this you would really feel sorry for me!

What I Learned from From My Choices and Mistakes

I was so embarrassed that he thinks like this that I didn't even reply back. I will
never forget that night, when I went to sleep I was in shock that my friend told me
those things, and the sad part was that he was right! I was almost 30 and I didn’t
have anything!! No girlfriend, no money, I didn’t like my job and hadn't saved
anything.

You want to know something? Every day since then, when I work I remember the
night that I had with my friend, and it pushes me to do something with my life!

So I went back to South Africa and decided that I wanted to change my life, I
wanted to do something that would make me good money and something that I
really liked!

So because I had so much free time, and I was sitting next to the computer all day
I had to combine these two things to make something good in my life.



The Moment My Life Changed

I went to Google and searched this- “make money from the internet”

You’re probably all smiling now because we all start like this. My dear friends, I
was sitting at the computer every day 8 to 10 hours for 2 years! To learn the basics
of online marketing from ranking sites, to affiliate marketing and I loved it!

I didn’t make money but I tried to build sites and rank them. and then I tried
affiliate marketing and I didn’t care about the hours I worked, because I was loving
what I was doing and didn’t care about the money .

My "Million Dollar Moment" - I Finally Made Money

After 2 years of learning and failing, and learning and failing I made my first $1.20
commission from Amazon. I was so happy it was like I won million dollars, I
actually made money! Maybe you think it’s just $1, but if I told you how excited I
was you would say this guy is an idiot. I called all my friends and told them I made
money online. And when they asked me how much I made I said it’s not
important, because I didn’t want them to know that I only made $1 LOL. But I was
very happy!

Ok now that you saw how even the smallest money can make someone so happy,
please read carefully what I have to say now.

This is the most important thing for me to say to you before we start with the
meat of I Master YouTube-

My dear friend this is the way to make your life successful, and make you happy.



My Recipe to Success

WORK-FAIL- WORK- FAIL -WORK SUCCEED- this is my personal formula and I am
sure it can apply to you as well.

If you love something, I mean really love something and you’re willing to learn it
from the beginning and take action even if you fail some times, the end result will
be GOOD! I failed a lot during these 2 years, but I didn’t stop trying!

In fact I even worked harder because I loved what I was doing, and I knew the
money would come one day, and it did.

I Dare You … Will You Succeed? Or Will You Fail And Let Your Dreams Die?

Please if you’re reading this I dare you to take ACTION, and don’t stop even if you
fail because I promise you that if I made money, you definitely will make even
more money!! I am a hard worker, I wake up every day at 7 o’clock and even now I
am still learning new things every day. This is what is nice about online marketing,
every day you discover something new, you can make money from anything you
touch and work hard for.

So final a word – “Please, don’t ever stop doing what you love even if you fail, take
action, action, action and everything else will come.”

GOOD LUCK!



Introduction To I.M.Y (I Master YouTube)
What Is I.M.Y Method About?

I.M.Y (I Master YouTube) is my personal technique to generate content from You
Tube videos.  As you already know YouTube has millions of videos, and every day
new videos come out full of new content in any niche we want.

I.M.Y is a way to help you to get almost unlimited content, and not to get stuck
every time you need a new article or content for your website.

The method is kind of unique, and I promise you that when you apply it, you will
get unlimited, professional content, for any niche you desire.

What Is The Problem?

As we all know, one of the most important things to make money online is to be
able to have unique and professional content. We must have good content in our
site or blog because then the visitors that read it will follow us, and visit our site
again. If a visitor likes your content he eventually will trust you, and in the end will
buy whatever you promote.

On the other side we have Google right? Google loves new content and your site,
articles or blog will rank better if Google sees that you’re content provides value!

So to get new content it’s a win-win situation for us marketers, because if Google
loves us it will rank us better. And if the visitors like our content we build their
trust and have a good chance of making money off of them.



Do You Feel Like Me?

Now for me it was always hard to write articles because English is not my first
language and I really don’t like to sit all day and write articles. So the only way for
me to get content is to pay! All the time I outsource my content, and it’s not cheap
because I need lots of content if I want to promote many things.

I am sure many of you also don’t like writing, or to pay for content and are getting
annoyed with it, so I am.

A) Where should I go to use I.M.Y method?

So as I said before, whenever you see that you getting stuck with getting new
content you simply apply the methods I will teach you, and your main site will be
YouTube. We will focus on getting new content only from YouTube, and believe me
there is so much content there that you will never need to visit other sites or pay
for content again.

B) When should we use I.M.Y method?

Every time you need new content you should apply the method that I am going to
teach you. It’s important that you test the methods that I am going to show you,
and see the big potential of getting new content. I hope that after you understand
the methods you will know that there is a solution, and you will get a lot of new,
fresh content.

The Highlight Moment

One day my friend came to me and told me that he needed to write an article on
weight loss. So we searched on Google “weight loss tips” and found some
information, and then I also saw a video on YouTube, so we opened the video and
we saw a guy that talked about tips to lose weight. The video was great and
helpful, then my friend told me “I wish I could record him and write what he said
and then apply it to an article”, I looked at him and said yes it would be nice to do.



And then BOOM something hit me, and I was thinking why can’t I do something to
get the text from the video? It could be amazing if I can convert YouTube videos to
text. WOOW!!

A) Who will I.M.Y method help?

The I.M.A method will help any online marketer that wants to get new content. It
doesn’t matter if you are a writer or you don’t know how to write, it doesn’t
matter if you pay for your content or not. This method will help anyone that wants
to get MORE content in any niche he desires, because we use one of the biggest
information sites on the internet and we will never be stuck without content
again.

B) Why does the I.M.Y method work?

The I.M.Y methods works because I am going to show how to combine both video
and text, I am going to show you how you can get content from professional
videos that the text there is pure gold. And the way I will show you is very easy
and fun.

The Solution

Ladies and gentleman I am going to show you how we can convert YouTube videos
to TEXT!! Yes you heard it right this is a way to take a YouTube video in any niche
you pick and get the text from the video yourself. AMAZING!!

By converting YouTube videos to text you will have new content that you can’t find
anywhere else. Just imagine how many videos we can convert to text! There are
millions of videos on YouTube in any niche you want, and the content is
professional and helpful so we can generate high class articles for ourselves!

Unique Content = Better Ranking = More Money!



The Method Part 1:
The CC Built In Videos

This is part 1 of the method because we have two types of videos:

First we look at videos that have close captions built in.

Second we have Google close captions.

In this part we focus on the first option which is videos that have built in close
captions.

Go to YouTube.

Write “weight loss”.

When you get the results press on the filter tab in the left side and press closed
captions.



Now this is the results you see

get –

So we found 5,770 videos about weight loss that we can convert to text!!!!!!!!!

Do you understand how much content we can get? And do you know that every
day there is more and more new videos that been uploaded to YouTube about
weight loss!

Now you can apply the method that I will teach you in every niche you want, so
content is not going to a problem anymore!!



Now before we start 2 important points:

1. For the manual way you must use chrome browser for this!! (If you use the
automatic converting software, you can use any browser).

2. When you get the text make a few changes so it will be perfect and unique!

Ok this is the steps to convert YouTube videos to text (only after filtering):

Step 1

Use chrome browser (if you have the software there is no need).

Step 2

Type in on YouTube the niche you want to find, and when you get the results press
on the filter button and choose close captions.

http://imasteryoutube.com/i-m-y-suite/
http://imasteryoutube.com/i-m-y-suite/


Step 3

When you get to the video page results than click on the video that you want to
convert to text.

When you are on the video page look at URL on top.

For example this video- http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Lq4JVmbmi7E&cc=1

Now:

All we care about in the URL is the part I have made in red of the URL above
Lq4JVmbmi7E&cc=1 which is often called the VIDEO_ID.

The next step is to use this URL
http://video.google.com/timedtext?lang=en&v=VIDEO_ID.

Replace the VIDEO_ID in the above URL with our specific YouTube Video ID =
Lq4JVmbmi7E&cc=1

For example, the final URL you want here is
http://video.google.com/timedtext?lang=en&v= Lq4JVmbmi7E&cc=1

Now put that newly created URL in a new tab or browser window and you will see
a page like the one below.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Lq4JVmbmi7E&cc=1


Step 4

You get to this page:

You’ll want to copy the entire page.

Go to this site - http://www.nicertutor.com/xml.cgi

And press paste, to paste the copied page in the box.

http://www.nicertutor.com/xml.cgi


Press go!



Boom!!
You did it; you have the text of that video!!

Imagine how much text you can get if you use my method on just a few videos!!

Now guys let me tell you something very important- if you do research on the
internet about converting audio to text you won’t find any solutions! The only way
you can do it is by paying people to write every word, and pausing the video all
the time and it will cost you money for every minute of the video! So I am here to
save you money and help you get more content ideas!



The Method-part 2:
The Rest of the Videos

If you think that you can convert YouTube video to text just from filtering and
choosing the closed captions you are WRONG!

I will show you now how to get text from the videos that don’t have built in closed
captions!

I am giving you these 2 methods because I want you to get unlimited text.

Before we start, I just want to tell you that with this method the text may not be
perfect like the first method so you have to make a few changes but you have
millions of videos to choose from.

So in this method you don’t have to filter the results, just find any video that you
like and apply this method.

Let’s take this video for example:

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0rUdMLKJBCg

“Top 10 Quick Weight Loss & Slimming Tips for a Summer Bikini Body”

Here is a video of a lovely woman that tells us 10 important tips to lose weight
and look better for the summer. (I just picked a random video; there are maybe
millions of videos that we can choose from). When you watch the video don’t you
think it’s great and helpful? This is a professional woman that knows how to help
you lose weight. Wouldn’t it be great if we could click a few buttons and get
everything she said in text form? OF COURSE!!

Imagine how much text you can get if you use my method on just a few videos!!

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0rUdMLKJBCg


Now before we start just a few important points:

You must use chrome browser for this!!

Don’t worry about copyright because the text is not 100% anyway, and we
should rewrite a few sentences.

The process of converting audio to text will be even better in later stages
because we use Google for this, and Google improves their closed captions
every time.

Here we go:

Step 1-

You must use Google chrome for this!!



Step 2-

Open the video page and pause the video.

Right click anywhere on the page, then click on Inspect Element.



Step 3-

Click on Network tab.



Step 4-

On the video player click on CC and then click on Transcribe Audio button.



Step 5-

Under the Network tab some new items will start to pop up, look for an item
called timedtext. Right click on it and open it in a new window or new tab.



Step 6-

Now you have the automatically generated subtitles with their time stamp.

Step 7-

Copy page source code and go to this site- http://www.nicertutor.com/xml.cgi

Paste the source code to the box and press GO.

BOOM!!! You have the audio of the video in text.

http://www.nicertutor.com/xml.cgi


This entire process take like 20 seconds, I just gave you the steps to make it clear
and when you try it you will see that it’s very fast.

As I said before we can convert any video to text if there is someone that speaks
of course, so it doesn’t matter which niche you choose, you will get the text.

We use Google close capture tool to get the text from the videos, so there are
times that the text will be perfect and are times that the text will not be 100%, so
if it happens just change parts of the text to your own words.

I say it again this is the quickest way to get text from video, and Google improves
their closed caption all the time so in the end it will be perfect.

If you want to get content on weight loss so pick a few videos and apply my
method, play with the text and you will see how you generate high quality
content about that niche.

Now we all know that if you generate good content your sites will rank better and
Google will love your content. Also if you write articles with quality content you
will get lots of views and then you can send them to your sites or your offers.

I.M.Y. SUITE AUTOMATES IT ALL!

Now, these manual methods work great, but I always like to make things easier
for myself.  So I created the I.M.Y. Suite.  It includes software that automates
every method that is in this training guide, allowing me to quickly create new
content with any video I want and MUCH MORE! CLICK HERE to learn more about
the I.M.Y. SUITE.

http://imasteryoutube.com/i-m-y-suite/


HELPFUL - Convert Your Own Videos to Text:

You’re Moment

Here is something that you going to like very much!!

I am giving you a way to get unique content from a different angle.

There are lots of people that don’t like to write, and if you just give them the
chance to speak they can talk hours.

Why don’t you record yourself talking and upload the video to YouTube and
convert it to text!! COOL NOT!!

You can record yourself talking about any subject you want and get it in text. In
fact even if you do a webinar training you can convert all the talking to text!

In that case you don’t have to struggle writing content all the time, just record
yourself talking and say whatever you think, and with my method you will have it
as a text.

I think this a brilliant way to get brand new content that belongs just to you and,
when you try it you will see that you can create so much content just by talking.
And you can do it again and again!

You see what I mean when I say unlimited content? HAHA I really hope you are
smiling now.



Conclusion

Well what can I say, I really hope that you liked what I showed you and I hope you
will take action towards my methods to get a lot of fresh content.

I showed you two methods to convert videos to text and you can choose which
you prefer.

My Tip:

From me, I will tell you to do this:

Start with the first method cause you will get better results with the text, then
make a few changes and I promise you that you will get the best content ever. It
will effect ranking your websites in Google and getting more followers.

When you want to get even more content apply the second method and you can
add it to the content you generated from the first method, or you can create a
new piece of content. These two methods will give you content for life because
every day there are more and more new videos uploaded, and you already have
millions on YouTube.

The last step is also good because you can create your own videos and apply the
second method I taught you and get the text. So you can record yourself talking
about any niche you desire and it will all be ready for you (of course that you may
have to fix some of the text to make it look better).

So you have two ways to do it, first by taking other people videos and applying
the method that I showed you, and make the changes in the text for professional
looking unique content.

Second record yourself talking and convert it to text.



These two ways can save you hours of thinking and really can help you to give
more value as a writer, and as a marketer you will get better ranking, have much
more followers, and of course more money to be made.

I really want you to take action, and I really want you to read my story again and
you will see that I am a normal person like you that had problems in the past. but
I took myself and worked hard and look at me now, I actually created WSO for
you.

Thanks so much for reading this guide and I hope I helped you!!

        Eyal Mizrachi

        Email: eyal@teletouchivr.com
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	So to get new content it’s a win-win situation for us marketers, because if Google
	loves us it will rank us better. And if the visitors like our content we build their
	trust and have a good chance of making money off of them.
	Do You Feel Like Me?
	Now for me it was always hard to write articles because English is not my first
	language and I really don’t like to sit all day and write articles. So the only way for
	me to get content is to pay! All the time I outsource my content, and it’s not cheap
	because I need lots of content if I want to promote many things.
	I am sure many of you also don’t like writing, or to pay for content and are getting
	annoyed with it, so I am.
	A) Where should I go to use I.M.Y method?
	So as I said before, whenever you see that you getting stuck with getting new
	content you simply apply the methods I will teach you, and your main site will be
	YouTube. We will focus on getting new content only from YouTube, and believe me
	there is so much content there that you will never need to visit other sites or pay
	for content again.
	B) When should we use I.M.Y method?
	Every time you need new content you should apply the method that I am going to
	teach you. It’s important that you test the methods that I am going to show you,
	and see the big potential of getting new content. I hope that after you understand
	the methods you will know that there is a solution, and you will get a lot of new,
	fresh content.
	The Highlight Moment
	One day my friend came to me and told me that he needed to write an article on
	weight loss. So we searched on Google “weight loss tips” and found some
	information, and then I also saw a video on YouTube, so we opened the video and
	we saw a guy that talked about tips to lose weight. The video was great and
	helpful, then my friend told me “I wish I could record him and write what he said
	and then apply it to an article”, I looked at him and said yes it would be nice to do.
	And then BOOM something hit me, and I was thinking why can’t I do something to
	get the text from the video? It could be amazing if I can convert YouTube videos to
	text. WOOW!!
	A) Who will I.M.Y method help?
	The I.M.A method will help any online marketer that wants to get new content. It
	doesn’t matter if you are a writer or you don’t know how to write, it doesn’t
	matter if you pay for your content or not. This method will help anyone that wants
	to get MORE content in any niche he desires, because we use one of the biggest
	information sites on the internet and we will never be stuck without content
	again.
	B) Why does the I.M.Y method work?
	The I.M.Y methods works because I am going to show how to combine both video
	and text, I am going to show you how you can get content from professional
	videos that the text there is pure gold. And the way I will show you is very easy
	and fun.
	The Solution  
	Ladies and gentleman I am going to show you how we can convert YouTube videos
	to TEXT!! Yes you heard it right this is a way to take a YouTube video in any niche
	you pick and get the text from the video yourself. AMAZING!!
	By converting YouTube videos to text you will have new content that you can’t find
	anywhere else. Just imagine how many videos we can convert to text! There are
	millions of videos on YouTube in any niche you want, and the content is
	professional and helpful so we can generate high class articles for ourselves!
	The Method Part 1:
	This is part 1 of the method because we have two types of videos:
	First we look at videos that have close captions built in.
	Second we have Google close captions.
	In this part we focus on the first option which is videos that have built in close
	captions.
	Go to YouTube.
	Write “weight loss”.
	When you get the results press on the filter tab in the left side and press closed
	captions.
	Now this is the results you see
	 get – 
	So we found 5,770 videos about weight loss that we can convert to text!!!!!!!!!
	Do you understand how much content we can get? And do you know that every
	day there is more and more new videos that been uploaded to YouTube about
	weight loss!
	Now you can apply the method that I will teach you in every niche you want, so
	content is not going to a problem anymore!!
	Now before we start 2 important points:
	For the manual way you must use chrome browser for this!! (If you use the
	automatic converting software, you can use any browser).
	When you get the text make a few changes so it will be perfect and unique! 
	Ok this is the steps to convert YouTube videos to text (only after filtering):
	Step 1
	Use chrome browser (if you have the software there is no need).
	Step 2
	Type in on YouTube the niche you want to find, and when you get the results press
	on the filter button and choose close captions.
	Step 3
	When you get to the video page results than click on the video that you want to
	convert to text. 
	When you are on the video page look at URL on top.
	For example this video- http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Lq4JVmbmi7E&cc=1
	Now:
	All we care about in the URL is the part I have made in red of the URL above
	Lq4JVmbmi7E&cc=1 which is often called the VIDEO_ID.
	The next step is to use this URL
	http://video.google.com/timedtext?lang=en&v=VIDEO_ID.
	Replace the VIDEO_ID in the above URL with our specific YouTube Video ID =
	Lq4JVmbmi7E&cc=1 
	For example, the final URL you want here is
	http://video.google.com/timedtext?lang=en&v= Lq4JVmbmi7E&cc=1
	Now put that newly created URL in a new tab or browser window and you will see
	a page like the one below.
	Step 4
	You get to this page:
	You’ll want to copy the entire page.
	Go to this site - http://www.nicertutor.com/xml.cgi
	And press paste, to paste the copied page in the box.
	Press go!
	Boom!!
	You did it; you have the text of that video!!
	Imagine how much text you can get if you use my method on just a few videos!!
	Now guys let me tell you something very important- if you do research on the
	internet about converting audio to text you won’t find any solutions! The only way
	you can do it is by paying people to write every word, and pausing the video all
	the time and it will cost you money for every minute of the video! So I am here to
	save you money and help you get more content ideas!
	The Method-part 2:
	If you think that you can convert YouTube video to text just from filtering and
	choosing the closed captions you are WRONG!
	I will show you now how to get text from the videos that don’t have built in closed
	captions! 
	I am giving you these 2 methods because I want you to get unlimited text.
	Before we start, I just want to tell you that with this method the text may not be
	perfect like the first method so you have to make a few changes but you have
	millions of videos to choose from.
	So in this method you don’t have to filter the results, just find any video that you
	like and apply this method.
	Let’s take this video for example:
	http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0rUdMLKJBCg
	“Top 10 Quick Weight Loss & Slimming Tips for a Summer Bikini Body”
	Here is a video of a lovely woman that tells us 10 important tips to lose weight
	and look better for the summer. (I just picked a random video; there are maybe
	millions of videos that we can choose from). When you watch the video don’t you
	think it’s great and helpful? This is a professional woman that knows how to help
	you lose weight. Wouldn’t it be great if we could click a few buttons and get
	everything she said in text form? OF COURSE!!
	Imagine how much text you can get if you use my method on just a few videos!!
	Now before we start just a few important points:
	You must use chrome browser for this!! 
	Don’t worry about copyright because the text is not 100% anyway, and we
	should rewrite a few sentences.
	The process of converting audio to text will be even better in later stages
	because we use Google for this, and Google improves their closed captions
	every time.
	Here we go:

